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Peeps, I'm at the opening night of the Raindance Film

Festival, which is opening with a documentary about

woman's journey to become trans - Krow's

Transformation. Review to follow. Link to trailer below. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/5eFvJohVTKw

The documentary was introduced by the creator of the Raindance Film Festival who said we
live in 'troubled times' and that he wanted to be the 'champion of the underdog' and show
'honest narratives' about 'marginalised people'.

Later, at the after party held at the Cafe de Paris

a drag act called 'Guilty Pleasures' would sing and dance and 'disrobe'. 

Then Gina Hole Lazarowich, the director of 'Krow's Transformation' was invited on stage.
She is from Vancouver, British Columbia in Cananda. 

Larazorwich was involved as a photographer on Krow's last

shoot as fashion model before beginning testosterone injections and it occurred to her that it
would be 'cool' if the whole transition could be documented and then she could be involved in
Krow's first shoot as a male model. That's when she decided to make the film.

Film begins with shots of Paris and Krow against the skyline, up the Eiffel Tower, every
hackneyed image you would expect. 
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Krow reflects that she has worked as a model from the age of 12 to 18. She is from
Vancouver. She says she realised she was really supposed to be a boy

aged 10-11, but when she started to learn about the 'gross stuff' girls bodies do, she realised
that she didn't want that stuff to happen to her. 

She started dressing like a tomboy and people picked on her for being 'Emo'.

As a young teen model Krow travelled the world, but particularly in Asia, doing adult
photoshoots. The photos from her modelling days are stunning. 

How could such a stunningly beautiful woman, slim, everything about her is the idealised
form of female beauty. Lots of women

ache to have such beauty. 

A rather long montage of shots show her looking sexy, thin, beautiful, fashionable - all the
typical tropes you expect from fashion model photography. 

Then a blank screen with white writing flashes up the first propaganda factoid: 75% of trans

people feel unsafe. 

Krow continues her rather unremarkable story of teenage feelings - she felt she had no friends
until she made friends with Ashton (another trans-identified female) and then starting hanging
around with a group of queers.

Ashton, who must have been 18-ish at the time of interview, speaks about how transition was
thought about for a 'long time' and that things happened 'gradually' (as if it had happened over
a 20 year span, rather than a 4 year puberty). 

At first Krow's mum was not supportive,

and stipulated that Krow should wait at least 6 months. 

Again a blank screen with the factoid: 57% of trans kids are abandoned by families. 

Another screen: Number of trans adults has doubled. 

Another screen: Suicide stats.

Krow and her mum have a close relationship and mum reflects that it is strange that Krow has
gone from being extremely feminine to wanting to be male. 

Krow loves being photographed and seems completely unabashed by revealing her body or
people looking at it.

Krow visits her local medical centre to receive her first prescription of testosterone. She will
have to receive a weekly shot once a week for the 'rest of his life'. 



Krow and mum sit on sofa together and read through the list of side effects: growing a beard,
male pattern

baldness, atrophy of vaginal tissue, no reverse of these changes. Krow and mum are excited. 

Krow has a 1st birthday party with lots of hugs and kisses from mum. Krow uses male
bathroom for first time. Goes binder and packer shopping. 

Krow says she wants to have a penis

transplant - she thinks they'll be available soon. If not, she will probably get 'bottom surgery'
instead. 

3 months into her transition she shaves her moustache for the first time, and I'm not lying
when I say that she has no upper lid facial hair whatsoever. Even my lenugo

hairs are more visible than hers are, and I haven't had 12 injections of testosterone. 

Krow has never had a relationship with her father, who decided not to be a part of her life.
Mum says that she dreamt of having a son when pregnant and I wonder whether this has been
a

desire the mum may have expressed earlier in Krow's childhood. Who knows? The director
definitely isn't asking. 

7 and 1/2 months into transition and Krow's voice hasn't dropped an octave, still no facial hair,
and her period has returned. T dosage is upped.

Ridiculous scene where Krow is shown trying to inject the T into her abdomen. Portentous
music overlays the scene to inject some drama as to whether 'will he, won't he' but the tension
is flat. Krow has a cuddly toy in the corner of her bedroom. 

We are told that 3 hours

later, after the film crew leaves, that Krow finally managed to inject herself. 🙄 Brave and
stunning. 

Then the film takes more interest in a trans-identified female called Kaz. This is supposed to
be Krow's transformation, but as she isn't a very interesting subject

we get Kaz instead, who does have a bit more in depth understanding (slightly), who again
reflects that adolescent was hard and that a serious suicide attempt was made. Kaz's mum is
tearful, she just wants her kid to be alright. 

Kaz reflects that after 'top' surgery she

had a flat chest for the 'first time' in her life. 

1 yr 6 months into Krow's journey there is still no appreciable difference to her appearance.
Krow says that she is gay male and has a phobia about female body parts. 

Kaz says she had identified previously as a lesbian and



is now a straight man. 

We see a clip from the Canadian Parliament of the Human Rights Code 2012 (bill 27) being
passed unopposed. Morgane Oger is in the celebration crowd.

Shockingly Krow is off for a hysterectomy. She has not even had a double mastectomy yet
and she has elected to remove her womb. Mum reflects that the staff at the clinic are
'fantastic'. Krow reflects that she had a 'fun' moment with a male nurse who didn't understand
why a

man would need a hysterectomy (I bet he did). When Krow explains that she's a guy really,
they share a moment. She also says that she still gets lots of compliment on her looks but that
she doesn't want to save her eggs. She might adopt if she finds the right guy to settle

down with. Mum has a drink to say 'goodbye' to her daughter' and another to say 'hello to her
son'. 

Then a long segment about Kaz and how she is very in love with Emily. They are a talented
singer/songwriter team and have a band called Winter Soul (their songs feature

throughout). 

2 years and 1 month into transition Krow has a double mastectomy. Krow says that she is so
frantic to get it done she had felt she might cut them off herself. 

We see a shot of her post-surgery. Her chest is flat but the result looks odd.

3 years into transition and I can honestly say that the difference in her appearance is extremely
minimal. There is no facial hair and although her voice has deepened, it has become
androgynous rather than male-sounding.

Krow says her happiness level has gone from '2 to 25 out of 10'. Unbelievable that the
filmmaker at every crucial point does not ask any difficult questions or even easy ones. 

Finally now that Krow has fully transitioned (whatever that means) she is now ready to
become a male

model. And visits a modelling agency, who gets a very generous advert with close ups of the
name of the agency lingered over. The agency agrees to represent her and the agency woman
says "you got a job with Liz Bell" (i.e. the name of the agency).

Krow reflects that she would happily cut anyone out of her life if they weren't accepting of her
choices, even mum, though fortunately mum has 'always been around' (funny that a mum
being around). 

The first job she gets as a male model is - get this -

working on a women's fashion show, but wearing male clothes. So her first job is as female
model. So she has come full circle to work as a female model. Krow is happy though because
she has been told she is a 'male model' and receives only affirmation.



Paris, October 2018. We return to how the film started (talk about unimaginative film making)
and the fashion show Krow is part of is with Louis Vuitton. 

Then we see another shot of the Louis Vuitton branding. And another, and then another, and
another. And just when you

think they can't possibly cram another shot of a Louis Vuitton sign, or logo, another two
appear. 

I think we can take it that Louis Vuitton may have something to do with the funding of the
film.

Red carpet moment, click click, flash flash, Kate Blanchett appears. 

We see Krow do the catwalk. Amazing! Model walks up and down. Another Louis Vuitton
thing on screen. 

Krow cries in a piece to camera and and says something about finding your own gender and
living

to make your dreams come true. Another model, who obviously spots the camera, intrudes
and tells her "We need to be human". They hug and cry. "Don't ruin your make up" the girl
tells Krow.

As the credits roll, we see the SOGI 123 bill being discussed in the Canadian Parliament.
Someone says 'trans kids exist'. 

Then shots of Pride - one with a completely naked man (from behind) shaking his hips for a
woman. 

When the film finishes the audience leaves quickly.

Sadly I got sent to the wrong screening room. The first screening room was where the Q&A
session took place with the director and Krow. 😡

I saw Krow briefly as I entered the venue. Extremely haughty and vain as only the beautiful
can be. 

What can I say? It was an

extremely unimaginative film, which didn't even manage to prick the surface of why Krow
had gone from presenting as extremely femininely to presenting as a some sort of gay frat
boy. 

More worryingly the origin of the film lay perhaps with business idea generated by a

powerful fashion house, and that the end result may have already been decided even before
Krow started that journey, without her even being aware of it. 

If you want to see the film yourself, it has another screening on Tuesday 24 September at the
Vue, Piccadilly.
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